For the student of culture, the figurines of Hasidim, 1 made in three countries with a different culture and history, provide an entryway into how a Jewish icon has been imagined, appropriated and reproduced by Jews and non-Jews, to create a complex and dynamic corpus of artifacts. These artifacts, as an expression of folk tradition, are flexible and capable of expanding iconography, style and material to fit the tastes of those purchasing them.
As I will show in the course of this paper, pivotal to this iconography is the place that Jews and Hasidim occupy in the collective imagination of Poles, Ukrainians and Israelis. In the following, I hope to show how their image of Hasidim contributes to the selection, shaping and construction of these figurines.
Field Work
From 1988 onwards, I visited Poland and Ukraine several times as part of my study of Hasidic pilgrimages to Eastern Europe.
2 During these visits I was able to interview wood carvers and conduct fieldwork. It was during my travel to Uman, Ukraine, in the Summer of 2008 to visit the shrine of the Hasidic Rebbe, R. Nachman of Brazlav (1772 Brazlav ( -1810 , that I discovered the most recent Hasidic dolls. The revived figurines are male, in various sizes, styles, and levels of craftsmanship. Commonly from 15 cm to 50 cm in height, some are painted while others are not. Their identification as Hasidim is expressed through attire and appearance, including long coats, a tallis, a shtreimel, white knickers and shoes without laces. The articulation of the faces, all with long beards and only some with payes are sad and melancholic, with long exaggerated noses, often hooked.
With the long history of Jews in pre-war Eastern Europe and the fact that very few Jews have been living there after the Holocaust, the revived Hasidic figurines have received a great deal of attention from scholars and non-scholars of different religious denominations and
